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AASU, SEDA, Savannah Airport Commission Release Economic Development Studies
The results of two
economic development
studies, conducted by the
Center for Regional Analy
sis at Armstrong Atlantic
State University on behalf
of the Savannah Airport
Commission and the Savan
nah Economic Develop
ment Authority (SEDA),
was released at a news
conference on Wednesday,
May 31. The conference
was held from 10-11:00
A.M. in the Savannah
International Airport Termi
nal at the Savannah Square
area (second floor, near
Paradies Shop).
The first target study, A
Savannah Area Industrial
Targeting and Recruiting
Strategy: The Savannah
International Airport as a
Link to the Regional
Economy, evaluated more
than four-hundred industries
to identify which of these
would most likely contribute
to the growth and diversifi
cation of the Savannah
economy. The industries
were evaluated
as potential targets for
recruitment or development
in the region in the
immediate vicinity of the
Savannah International
Airport.
The need to identify
industries that can make use
of this transportation
resource base has become
increasingly important as the
competition for
industrial development has

Representatives of Armstrong, SEDA, and the Savannah Airport Commission meet to discuss the effect of The
Savannah International Airport on the local economy.

intensified among eco
nomic development agen
cies. Of the seven indus
tries selected by the study
team for in-depth analysis,
two are in the areas of
medical and surgical
products, two are in elec
tronics, and two are drug
and chemistry related. The
plastics industry also
stands as a suitable target
and is a common input for
the six other industries
reviewed. The Economic
Impact of the Savannah
International Airport was
conducted to quantify the

impact of the Savannah
International Airport on
regional economic activity.
This was determined by
measuring the total eco
nomic impact of the airport
on Bryan, Chatham, and
Effingham counties during
1998. In total, it is esti
mated that the Savannah
International Airport
and airport-related enter
prises played a role in
nearly one-seventh of
the local economic activity
that took place in 1998.
Local output from the
airport and airport-related

firms exceeded $1.4 billion
in 1998. This generated an
additional economic ripple
effect totaling $658,3
million in local economic
activity. The total economic
impact of the Savannah
International Airport and
airport related activity on
the local economy in the
same period was approxi
mately $2 billion.
Speakers from the
participating organizations
discussed thedevelopment
of the project and present
the results of the studies.
The conference concluded

with an overview of how
SEDA will use the
information from the
studies to attract new firms
and retain the area's
manufacturing base.

The InkwellStaff cor
rects errors when
they occur. If you
find an error of fact,
please contact Sarah
Dudley, Managing
Editor, at 927-5351.

:
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*The Inkwell is published and distributed bi-weekly
each semester.
Copies are-available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus.
*The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments for
improvement; provided that they are clearly
written or typed. All letters submitted for
publication must be signed with a telephone num
ber, as well as social security number for
verification purposes. These steps are required to
secure payment for articles written. Names will be
withheld upon request.
*The Inkwell welcomes public service announce
ments, press releases, etc. Such information will be
published free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
*The comments and opinions expressed in this
publication do not necessarily express the views or
opinions of anyone other than the person who has
written the material and are not to be taken as a
relection upon the views of the Inkwell Staff,
faculty, administrators, the University System of
Georgia or the Board of Regents.
*The Inkwell Staff reserves the right to edit
submissions for purposes of publication.

Dear Editor,
Regarding the Com
puter Science students
accused of cheating at
Armstrong Atlantic State
University, it appears the
focus has shifted to Dr.
Shipley. In light of this, I
would like to add my
comments that will per
haps be of some value to
those interested in recent
events.
Having graduated from
AASU in 1995 withaB.S.
in Computer Science and a
B.S. in Mathematics, I
took four or more classes
taught by Dr. Shipley and
found him to be among the
best two or three of my
professors not only at
AASU but also throughout
the following five years of
graduate studies. He was
trusting, challenging,
insightful, helpful, and
fair. I and many other
AASU students are greatlyindebted to him.
Now more to the point,
whether one applauds Dr.
Shipley or not, it is impor
tant to realize that the
members of the Student
Honor Court are not
voting for nor against Dr.
Shipley. Rather their
function is to determine
whether or not accused
students are in fact guilty
of Academic dishonesty a very serious matter that
it appears to me has been
trivialized by certain
students in an effort to
escape the ramifications of
their actions.
From my

AASU Computer
Science students and
professors alike take
pride in academic
honesty. The poor
regard accorded viola
tion of the AASU honor
code by this small group
of students concerns me
more than the infrac
tion. The value of my
Computer Science
degree from AASU is in
part based upon the
respect the university
garners from those
institutions and persons
aware of the knowledge,
capabilities, and integ

they always greet you with
a smile and a courteous
word. In addition, Alphonso,
the nice gentleman who as
sists the ladies in keepingthe
campus clean, always has a
pleasant attitude as he stops
to wave while driving his
golf cart around campus.
Each one of these workers
have made my time a t
AASU that much better !
applaud the efforts of these
tremendous individuals and
Armstrong for having the
good sense to hire such dedi
cated staff.

rity of each student
completing the pro
gram. So I am very
pleased that Dr. Shipley
and the Computer
Science Faculty in
general still insist upon
academic integrity
among all students.
Kelly Waters

to Armstrong. We join the
student body and faculty in
applauding all of their had
work! -Ed.

The Inkwell appreciates
your letters. There are
two sides to every story,
as anyone will tell you.
The Inkwell supports
academic honesty and
the honor court. Please
keep your opinions
coming. We welcome all
submissions. - E d.

Dear Editor,
In walking through
Armstrong's campus, it's
difficult to miss all of the
efforts of the Plant Ops
workers. They really do
a fantastic
job keeping
our campus beautiful and
lean. Not to mention,

Yes. These people do a tre
mendous amount of service

From The Editor,
We at the Inkwell really
appreciate the kind recep
tion we have received from
our readers since we r estaffed almost a year ago.
Please keep your letters
coming so that we can con
tinue to keep you up to date
on everything that's happen
ing on campus, as well as in
the city. We welcome all
submissions to be consid
ered for publication by our
newspaper. Bring your work
to our office in the MCC,
room 202 or email them to
us at inkwell.mail.armstrong
edu. If there's something yo11
would like our staff to cover
for publication, please email
us or call us at 927-5351. with
your story ideas. We will be
happy to assist you in a ny
way possible. Thanks again!

The Inkwell is running a
'Summer Quickie' Special for
anyone wanting to advertise. Just
place an ad with us (1/4 page or big
ger) this Summer and receive 50% off
EVERY advertisement you place with
us in the Fall! Contact Tracy Parker
at 927-535 lfor more information
or to place your ad. Please hurry -

August 16
Learning Support
- Pre-Registration 1
August 17-18 Advisement & Registration
August 21
- First Day of Classes
August 22- 24 - Late Registration & Drop/Add

7 PM

August 25 is Beach Bash at the Tybee Pavillion
Music and games provided by Interactive Attractions!
Free Food provided by CUB
4 PM - 8PM

Just a reminder!
If you are finishing
your requirements in
time for May
Graduation, the
application deadline
is August 2, 2000!

Graduation Application
forms are available in
the Registrar's Office.
-If you have already applied, thank you!

If you applied previously and haven't reactivated your
application for graduation, do not forget to do so!

W*

n

mttsumoh^BMOSIS
Shaping (Bodies... .Connecting (Minds
(Feel "Empowered

Be four Personal "Best

Strength Training
!Ffa(i6ifity Training
Aero6ic Instruction/Conditioning

Erica
fitness ConsuCtantAPersonaC Trainer
Single Session/Packages Available

Cad 961-6913
927-7486(Cosmopolitan Spa)
(
Be Ihe Best you Can Be
Today i

Music & Entertainment
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PARKER & CRAIG
Your Entertainment Resource
Our Rating System
Don't Waste Your Money:

HELP WANTED
Part-time person needed for
storage center

Rent It:

*20-25 hrs wk. Computer exp. needed

Pretty Good:
Gotta See it Yourself:
See It More Than Once:

|
aPj

ercff tPCffl e tv

Also,Part-time maintenance needed

J

*10-15 hrs wk. Flexible hours

Shanghai Noon
Jackie Chan and Owen Wilson star in this swashbuck
ling tale of the old west with a decidedly Oriental twist.
Chan plays a 19th century Chinese Imperial Guard who
is sent along as a baggage boy to three warriors who
must save the Princess (Lucy Liu). Through inventive*
fight scenes, including a hilarious scene involving en
emy indians and pine trees, Chan exudes charm and
innocence. Wilson's portrayl or a drool gun fighter will
tickle you pick. By the end of the movie you'll be hard
pressed to name your favorit character!

Gone in 60 Seconds
Nicolas Cage stars as sexy Memphis Raines, a legend
ary car theif, left a life of crime to find a better way of
life. But when his younger brother trys to follow a life
of crime, Memphis is snatched back into the fast paced
world of car theft.
Grl

Deuce B igalow: Male Gigalo
Saturday Night Live's Rob Schneider plays Duece
Bigalow in this newly released rental about a fish lover
who runs into Antoine, a gigalo with a sick fish. Deuce
gets the oppertunity to not only help Antoine s fish re
cover, but and oppertunity to become a "male whore.

Top 5 Movies:
Courtesy ofYahoo.com

1. Me, Myself, and Irene
2. Chicken Run
3. Shaft
4. Gone in 60 Seconds
5. Big Momma's House

Call 961-1006
Ask for Robert
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Health Matters

RED CROSS STARTS RECRUITING FOR RAPID RESPONSE TEAM
The metropolitan Atlanta
Chapter of the American
Red Cross is now recruiting
for its next AmeriCorps
Rapid Response team. The
15-person group will
provide community disaster
education and response for
the local Red Cross for 11
months beginning in Au
gust.
According to Kate
edmonds, one of the
program's administrators
and a former Rapid Re
sponded the team's mission
is to provide both commu

nity disaster education and
respond to local and na
tional disaster missions. The
red Cross has joined with
AmeriCorps, the national
service program, to form the
program that is now offered
in 10 U.S. cities.
This will be the
program's fourth year and
according to local Red
Cross officials, everyone
benefits. Deborah Freeman,
another administrator,
explained that the personal
experience afforded to the
Rapid Responders is price

less and at the same time,
the Red Cross is able to
reach more citizens with its
programs and services.
"Not only does the
program provide education
money, it also affords the
Rapid Responders with
experience in organizing
various projects, developing
teaching and public speak
ing techniques, and polish
ing people-skills," she
explained. "And, maybe the
best part, is the many won
derful community service
opportunities it provides."

OF HEALTH
Climate And Our Health
(NAPS)—News is heating up
about how changes in our climate
can affect human health.

An Apple A Day...
and other home remedies

Global warming will bring
more disease carrying mosqui
toes says a national organization
of doctors.

by Stephanie Craig

fluerting the Agony o f
Bee Sftnyr
Whether you were mowing the lawn, weeding the garden, flying a kite, or
just taking a leisurely stroll, chances are you have been stung before. And
chances are that you will be stung again. So what do you do to stop the
stinging pain? There are several home remedies tha, have been n™™ ,o
work, and some that people just can't give up
iS r™OVe ,he S,inger With0ut s£lueez'ng the venom
sack attached. There are several ways to do this. You could pull a moist bar
Of soap across the sting, scape it off with a knife, use your rmg ^i o

BPakLaBns1CH

CUbe 'ha'Wi" PU" tiK Sti"ger out when

remove it. '

a"d "PP'y " t0 the
sting. Ara'DtMiXos^Ph'D'Tyl toSheCf
tit, alkaline medium tha, neutrals th'e addic tentrTa ms" ™"

a sting tha, cause pain and swelling. You could also antlv
fromthe,papaya
fruit. Jus, apply a piece of the fruit to'Sie

dtrs^Tan"

P

I

stung

while out-

medica, benefits besides perhaps cooling the area af "cLZ ^fpopular

Applying an ice cube may be your best hoi pVn^
nets blood vessels which delays the absorntin f S Say that ^cold restvenom and reduces
swelling and inflammation This in turn
h
Other remedies include applying cLwto/t
^ P""
paste to the sting. A warning though donT ^™' ammonia' or an aspirin
V °n
e remedies to save
you from an allergic reaction.

Medical experts warn that
increased temperatures can ag
gravate respiratory problems and
contribute to the spread of such dis
eases as encephalitis and malaria.
Insect-borne encephalitis is of
particular concern in temperate
countries. In the U.S., a large pro
portion of all recent cases, includ
ing St. Louis and West Nile
encephalitis virus have been
caused by mosquitoes. Four out
breaks of the St. Louis virus in the
Midwest have been correlated with
periods of high temperature,
according to Physicians for Social
Responsibility. Global warming sci
entists also predict more extreme
weather events such as life threat
ening floods and heat waves.
The national organization
recently launched a campaign
called Death By Degrees to help
educate the public about how
changes in temperature can affect
all of us.
We can slow global warming
and protect our health and envi»»•'
According to PSR, switching to
clean, renewable solar and wind
energy and reducing our dependence on fossil fuels can help pro
tect the environment. Global
warming is created by the burning
• ^ 00 and natural gas.
For a free packet on global
warmmg write to: Physicians
14«s°tCiaijwS&onlibility' 1101
2000* n
! Washington, DC

ZUU05. Or, visit

our

Health Matters Cooking Corner
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The Inkwell has compiled some healthy alternative recipes for your dining enjoyment.
If you have any to contribute to our Cooking Corner, please email us at inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu,
~ feel free to come by and see us at The Inkwell office (upstairs MCC Building, room 202). Enjoy!

Artichokes: Food Of The Gods
by Elizabeth Pivonka, Ph.D., R.D.
President, Produce for Better
Health Foundation
(NAPS)—Artichokes nourish
the romantic and feed the healthminded. Few foods are as richly
endowed w ith romantic stories as
the artichoke, and one tale from
mythology has it that the arti
choke grew out of a
desire for the unat
tainable. The Greek
god, Zeus, fell hope
lessly in love with
noodles or spaghetti
Cynara, a beautiful
broken into 2-inch lengths,
young maiden.
cooked to al dente
Unable to convince
1 cup cucumber, peeled and
Elizabeth Pivon ka Cynara to leave her
chopped
mother arid her
lh cup shredded carrots
earthly home to become a goddess,
Vfe cup shredded radishes
Zeus became furious. His unre
V4 cup thinly sliced green
quited love for Cynara made Zeus
onion
so e nraged, he transformed her
4 ounces fresh snow peas
into an artichoke, forever captivat
blanched and cut into thin
ing her tender heart in the center
diagonal strips
of tho rny leaves. To this day the
artichoke is known to enchant the
senses with its unique design and Dressing
Vt cup unseasoned rice wine
ethereal flavor.
vinegar
Until recently, the artichoke
1 tablespoon grated orange
was thought of a s only a delicacy
peel
and, for some in earlier times, an
<
aphrodisiac. Historically, Euro lVi tablespoons light soy
sauce (reduced sodium)
peans included the choke in their
1 teaspoon sesame oil
diet because of its ability to "settle
4 teaspoons peanut oil
the stomach." A study conducted
2 tablespoons fresh ginger
by the PISAGAH Bio-Medical
root, finely minced.
Research Center in Asheville, N.C.
2 teaspoons minced garlic
noted that the artichoke contains
1 teaspoon sugar
a substance called cynarin. This
Vfc teaspoon cayenne pepper
compound helps lower total blood
cholesterol and triglycerides,
Halve artichokes length
reducing the risk of heart attack.
Additional research indicates that wise. Remove and discard cen
artichokes contain another sub ter small petals and fuzzy cen
stance called silymarin, which ter. Set artichoke aside. In a
may also lower cholesterol and medium bowl, whisk together
reduce the risk of cancer, liver dis dressing ingredients. In a
ease, and heart disease. Choosing large bowl combine noodles,
artichokes and/or eating five or cucumber, carrots, radishes,
more servings of fruit and vegeta green onions, and snow peas.
bles a day may reduce the risk of Toss noodle mixture with half
;hese diseases and help control of the dressing. Reserve the
remaining half.
obesity.
Arrange two artichoke
When you want to fill up and
feel good, remember nature's best- halves on each plate. Spoon
cept secret—the artichoke. A good noodles into halves. Use
iource of folate, magnesium, fiber, reserved dressing as dip for
and vitamin C, artichokes are also artichoke petals. Serve imme
fat free, cholesterol free, and low diately. Makes 4 servings.
Nutritional analysis per
calorie. The centerpiece of a n ele
gant table, the artichoke is the serving: Calories, 335; protein,
perfect whole /ood solution for a 12g; carbohydrate, 60g; fat, 7g;
nutritious meal. Try this tempting calories from fat, 19 percent;
calories from saturated fat 3
recipe today!
percent; sodium, 352mg; cholesteiol, Omg; dietary fiber, 7g.
Artichoke Stuffed With
Oriental Noodle Salad
For more information about 5 A
Day, visit www.5aday.com. Or to
Salad Ingredients
receive free recipes, send a self4 medium Ocean Mist
addressed, stamped envelope to
artichokes, rinsed, top ViProduce for Better Health Foun
inch cut off and steamed
dation,
5301 Limestone Rd., Suite
until a petal pulls of easily
101, Wilmington, DE 19808.
6 ounces dried Chinese

Cooking Corner1

Hips To Help You

Discover Portabella Mushrooms

Wj

Peppery Portabella Pasta is a quickly prepared and satisfying main dish.

(NAPS)—Portabella mush
rooms—those big-cap beauties
that made their restaurant debut
not too long ago—are now making
their way to supermarkets and
family dinner tables. With their
rich flavor and meaty texture,
grilled or broiled portabella caps
can stand in for burgers or pizza
"crusts." Sliced and sauteed, they
lend a special touch to pasta
dishes, soups, stews and stir-fries.
Portabella mushrooms are sold
either packaged or loose by the
pound. Look for tan to brown
mushrooms with rounded caps,
ranging in size from three to six
inches. Refrigerate portabellas in
paper bags or wrap in paper tow
els—never in plastic bags, lb clean
the mushrooms, wipe with a damp
paper towel or quickly rinse under
cold water and pat dry. The stems
are edible but need to be trimmed.
You ca n get to know portabella
mushrooms better by making Pep
pery Portabella Pasta, a quick and
elicious meal-in-a-bowl.
Peppery Portabella Pasta
1 pound portabella
mushrooms
12 ounces fettuccine pasta
(uncooked)
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon finely chopped
garlic
1 teaspoon salt, divided
% teaspoon ground black
pepper
1 can (15 ounces) crushed
tomatoes in puree
1 cup chicken or vegetable
broth

V4 teaspoon crushed red
pepper flakes
8 ounces fresh asparagus or
green beans, sliced
diagonally in 1-inch pieces
(about IVi cups)
If using whole portabellas,
remove stems, trim and thinly
slice; halve and slice each cap.
In a large saucepan, bring 6
quarts of salted water to a
boil. Meanwhile, in a large
nonstick skillet, heat oil over
high heat. Add mushrooms
and garlic; cook and stir until
tender, about 5 minutes. Stir
in V« te aspoon of the salt and
black pepper; remove to a
plate. To the skillet, add toma
toes, broth, red pepper and
remaining % te aspoon of salt.
Bring to a boil; reduce heat to
medium and simmer, uncov
ered, to blend flavors and
thicken, about 5 minutes. Add
asparagus and reserved porta
bellas; cover and cook until
asparagus is barely tender,
about 2 minutes. Meanwhile,
cook pasta in boiling water
until al dente; drain. Place
pasta in a large serving bowl;
top with mushroom mixture.
Sprinkle with chopped pars
ley, if desired.
Yield: 4 to 6 portions.
Portabellas—What a Good
Idea is a mini-manual filled with
valuable tips and recipes. To
request a copy, send a selfaddressed envelope to: Mushroom
Council, 11875 Dublin Blvd.,
Suite D262, Dublin CA 94568. Or
visit www.mu3hroomcouncil.com.
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Do You Believe?

Searchers: Looking Through Savannah s Past
Rob Blumenthal

Like everyone else, I there was no Benedict
wonder about life after Arnold waiting to greet us.
death. Are ghosts real? Still, I believed my sister. I
Many people I know claim knew that many other
to h ave experienced weird people have been exposed
phenomena. It makes me unwillingly to things they
wonder how plausible are did not beckon, and had to
the people involved, and accept them or think them
could they all be mistaken? selves delusional. I have
Even my own sister, a logi wondered about that night
cal person whom I hold in for many years.
Then one day while
the highest regard, claims to
reading Creative Loafing, I
have seen an apparition.
It was late one night spotted an unusual ad. The
and she was home on sum Searchers, a Savannah
mer break from theUniver based group that investi
sity of Michigan. We spent gates hauntings, was look
several hours talking and ing for people with unusual
watching television. My borders in their homes.
sister Susan retired for the Each week the same ad
evening and I stayed awake would appear, and I would
reading. About an hour later look at it with a certain
Susan ran downstairs, and hesitancy until the day I
in a frightenedstate, told me picked up the telephone to
there was someone standing call.
at the foot of her bed.
When I contacted
Whatever she saw was Kathleen Thomas, whose
dressed in a colonial style number was provided in
military uniform, and it re the ad, she was more than
ally scared the daylightsout willing to share the group
of her. In fact, I have never with the Inkwell. So on a
seen my sister so affected, cool night in February, IatHow could I possibly not tended a meeting of the
believe my own sister?
Searchers to find out what
Of course when we went life after death is all about.
upstairs, flashlight in hand, Or, at least, I wanted to

atm/Aie

know if the ghosts are mov
ing through Savannah? I
was assured that yes, there
are 'haints' all over the
place.
Nine members attended
the meeting, not including
myself. All nine struck me
as reasonably dependable,
sober individuals. My view
changed
from
light
heartedness to all serious
ness when the group in
formed me of their scientific
intent to pursue the truth.
The Searchers use
Thermo-analyzers to mea
sure cold spots which are in
dicative of haunting activ
ity. They employ tape re
corders and electromagnetic
field analyzers to catch what
the eye cannot. They also
use their experience which
guides them by giving them
'feelings' like "air pushing
in on your ears" and nausea.
They report humidity
changes and batteries going
dead at haunting sites. Cer
tain smells such as tobacco,
perfume, cigars, and sulfur
have been encountered dur
ing these visits. Hauntings
can manifest themselves in
cold spots, or a gut feeling

of fear.
In addition, the group
has been featured on the
History
Channel's
'Haunted History', and
they have photographed
'Spirit Balls'.
All this was quite im
pressive to me, as was their
intent to create a group fo
cused on objectively ana
lyzing data and not giving
in to their desire for ghosts
to be real, which could
skew the results of their
study.
The meeting lasted a
few hours while several
members recounted their
experiences for me,
planned a site visit (the
study of a haunted place for
those of us unfamiliar with
paranormal linguistics) and
developed procedure for in
vestigations.
The question "what are
ghosts?" elicited several re
sponses. Ghosts could be
'remnants' that don't move
on; or 'impressions' left be
hind in the atmosphere.
There are even animal
ghosts. "Spirit Balls' are
visible and can be photographed as evident in spott-

ings at cemeteries
Savannah's own B onaven.
ture Cemetery.
Ghosts are playful and
try not to get attention
Heck, your watch m ighi
even stop during an encounter, which like feeling nan.
seous
or a cold spot,is a signal thai
a 'presence' is near.
After my visit with the
Searchers group, I am sure
that they are on th e right
track. How could so many
people be wrong? When
will mainstream science
open up to the fact that we
do not understand the uni
verse or it's inhabitants
(dead or alive) very well?
Unfortunately, Inkwell
staff members have been
unable to goon a 'site visit1
yet. We hope to be able to
accompany The Searchers
soon and to experience the
unexpected for ourselves.
We will keep youposted on
any future findings as they
become available to us.
If you would like more
information about The
Searchers,
contact
Kathleen Thomas at
912.231.0250.
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Gift Certificates
Available
Midnight Shows Friday & Saturday!
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Need A Job?

The Inkwell Is Currently Accepting
Applications For The Position Of
Office Assistant.
Successful candidate
must be available to
work 19 hours a
week,type 40 wpmf and
be people friendly.
Pick up an application in the MCC
Building, Student Activities
Office or call 927.5351 for more
information.
Ask for Sarah or Stephanie•

Do You Believe?
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Haunted Places in Geo rgia
(courtesy of the Shadow-lands P laces Index-Georgia website, http://theshadowlands.net/places/georgia.htm)
We at The Inkwell have dug up a few haunted locations to visit for those of you who can t get enough of those
visitors from beyond the grave! Just another tasty treat from the gang at The Inkwell!

1. Atlanta-Donaldson House - Cold spots reported there.
2. Eatonton - Pano la Hall - Sylvia haunts the bedroom where she once lived.
3. Savannah - Haslam House - A tall man appears and some poltergeist activity also.
4. Savannah - P irate's House Restaurant - Pirate Captain Flint haunts this place.
5. Chickamauga - Chickamauga Battlefield - Every night, a mysterious fog rolls in upon the battlefield.
Upon driving through the park, one may find that there is no fog before entering or after leaving the park, only in the park itself. -There are also
tales of the infamous " Green Eyes", a confederate soldier killed by his Yankee twin brother, whose eyes can still be seen at night on Snod
Grass Hill. There is the tale of the bride-never-to-be who still walks the battlefield in her wedding gown during September and October, visit
ing the grave of the man she was going to marry, killed during the war.
6. Savannah - The Telfair Museum - is haunted by its former owner. She is said to roam the house keeping people from doing what they
shouldn't do. If you smoke a cigarette in the house or sit on the wrong chair, you can hear the footsteps coming at you on the marble floors.
7. St.Simon's Island - St. Simon's Island Lighthouse - is haunted by a former lightkeeper. His steps can be heard climbing to the top of the light.
8. Fayette County - Old Haunting Ground - (off Padgett Road, near Starr's Mill) Old hanging ground that belonged to Old Man Padgett. Dur
ing a hanging, a young black male broke loose and hung Padgett from a nearby railroad bridge. Padgett still walks the tracks looking for his
killer. The track has been abandoned for 15-16 years and you can still hear train horns and see figures on the dirt road, tracks, and in the woods
and hear voices in the woods.
9 Savannah - The Juliette Low Birthplace - This house is haunted by two former owners: Sarah Gordon and her daughter-in-law Nellie Kinzie
Gordon, who was the mother of Juliette Gordon Low, the founder of Girl Scouting. Nellie is said to rearrange furniture, play the piano, and
slide down the banister after the museum closes down for the night. Sarah is often seen, wearing an old-fashioned dress, by visitors to the
J
place.
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Campus Concerns
Remember This
A book pu blished by
The Graduate Group
aims at boosting scores
on SAT, GRE, and any
other test involving
English v ocabulary.
Build Your Vocabulary
Skills!-A Quick and Easy
method by J ohn
LaCarna, uses a memory
technique called the
"Keyword Method" to
link 1413 selected words
to their definitions.
LaCarna is a Lousianabased consultant in the
field of developmental
disabilities. He notes that
"A growing number of
educators have become
impressed by the demon
strated effectiveness of
the keyword method of
vocabulary learning."
He likes to illustrate
the method by having his
listeners actually use it to
learn new words." Let's
take the word,
DEFENSTRATE, which
means to throw out of a
window," he says, " It's
too esoteric to be in the
book, but since you
probably don't know it,
we'll use it for illustra
tion. The next time you
encounter
DEFENSTRATE, think
of DEFEND THE
STREET. That's called a

(If You Can)
'key'. Now to 'link' the key
to the definition, imagine
your town invaded by enemy
troops, and citizens defend
ing the streets hv throwing
things out of windows at the
invaders. So, what does
DEFENSTRATE mean?
Answer: to throw out of a
window.
Congratulations! You've
just learned a new word and
will always remember it."
LaCarna adds with a smile,
" I don't have any sugges
tions as to how you might
work that word into a con
versation, but Build Your
Vocabulary Skills! has over
1400 much mote useful
words, all with pronuncia
tions, definitions, keys and
links, so please don't
defenstrate this book on that
account."
The book is available
from The Graduate Group,
P.O. Box 370351, West
Hartford, CTo6137-0351,
(860)233-2330, or
graduategroup @hotmail.com.
For more information, visit
the Graduate Group at
www, graduate group.com.
Build Your Vocabulary
Skills! - A Quick and Easy
Method, by John LaCarna
(ISBN 0-938609-48-3),
$ 30 including shipping and
handling, The Graduate
Group.

SUMMARY RESULTS OF ACADEMIC
HONOR CODE HEARINGS
Subject to protection
afforded by t he Family
Education Rights and
Privacy act (FERPA), the
following is a summary of
the results of the cases.
In cases 3-20, there
were eleven guilty pleas to
academic dishonesty.
Penalties ranged from a
letter of reprimand and F
on assignments to a letter
of reprimand a nd F in the

course.
There were seven not
guilty pleas adjudicated.
One student was found not
guilty of allegations aca
demic dishonesty. Six
students were found guilty
of academic dishonesty.
Penalties ranged from a
letter of reprimand and F
on assignments to a letter
of reprimand and F in the
course.
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Armstrong Atlantic State University Introduces New President
Tom Jones was
introduced as the new
President of Armstrong
AtlanticState University.
Jones was the Vice
President of Academic
Affairs at Columbus
State University. Jones
will start his tenure as
president on August 1,
replacing AASU's
current president, Frank
Butler.
A gathering was held
in the Fine Arts Audito
rium on Tuesday, June
27th, hosted by Univer
sity System Chancellor
Stephen Portch, who
introduced Jones to the
audience. Portch said of
Jones, " (Jones is) a first
rate leader and collabo
rator for the common
good of the region."
Portch went on to say he
feels' very comfortable
with this match.'

"Tom Jones is the right
person, in the right place at
the right time. He is stu
dent centered. I am very
pleased(with the deci
sion)."

We here at the Inkwell

wish Tom Jones the best of
luck, and our best wishes go
out to interim president
Frank Butler, who has done
a whale of a job during his
time as Armstrong's top
man.

Help Wanted!
Counter person needed for morning or
afternoon hours. Call 925-7755. Ask for Debbie.
JOBS THAT MATTER
www.uscg.mil/jobs

M

Al

YOU HAVEN'T LIVED
TIL YOU'VE SAVED A LIFE.

Talk about job satisfaction. Where else but in the U. S, Coast
Guard could you save lives for a living? It's a good living too, with great
pay and benefits, 30 days paid vacation, free travel, full- or part-time
opportunities, plus money for college. Interested in an exciting military
career? Give us a call. And the next life you save could be your own. Call
1-800-GET-USCG for more information.
USCG Recruiting Office
410 Mall Blvd. Suite D.
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 352-9714

Bonus Opportunities Range From

$2,000-$12,000 "
if yo u qualify

I I . S. COAST GUARD AND COAST GUARD RESERVE
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While You're Waiting...

FunThings For Professors To Do...

Stranger Than Fiction
The Crystal Goblet

Pick out random students, ask them questions, and time their responses with a stop
watch. Record their times in y our grade book while muttering, tsk, tsk.
Margaret of Austria, daughter of the German En
2. Start the lecture by lip-syncing to James Brown's "Sex Machine.
peror Maximillian, ruled Holland in the early sixteenth
3. Address students as "worm."
century,
an age of intrigue and political unrest.
4. Begin the class by smashing the neck off a bottle of vodka, and announce that the
Margaret was terrified th at she
lecture's over when the bottle is empty.
would be poisoned and die. Durinc
5. Sprint from the room in a panic if you hear sirens outside.
Show
a
video
on
medieval
torture
implements
to
your
class.
Giggle
throughout
it.
6.
this time, rock crystal was b elieved
7. Have a student sprinkle flower petals ahead of you as you pace back and forth.
to disclose the presence of p oison
Announce, "You'll need this", and write the suicide prevention hotline number of the
Therefore, Margaret would only dnr,
board.
from a goblet made of pure rock ony
9. Bring a CPR dummy to class and announce that it will be the teaching assistant for the
tal.
summer. Assign it an office and office hours.
One day the special goblet was
10. Ask occasional questions, but mutter "as if you gibbering simps would know" and
dropped by a servant and s hattered
move on before anyone can answer.
Although the crystal was carefully
11. Point the overhead projector at the class. Demand each student's name, rank and serial
number.
swept up, a small fragment worked i
12. Every so often, freeze in mid-sentence and stare off into space for several minutes.
it's way into her slipper.
After a long, awkward silence, resume your sentence and proceed normally.
The glass became logged i n k '
13. For biology teachers, show up to lectures in a ventilated clean suit. Advise students to
foot, causing infection, pain and swelling. Eventually
keep their distance for their own safety and mutter something about "that bug I picked
gangrene set in. Finally the doctors were called, butit
up in the field."
was to late to save Margaret's foot.
14. For English teachers, inform your class that they need to know Fortran and code all
The immediate amputation of her foot was too great
their essays. Deliver an in depth lecture on output format statements.
15. And for the Math teachers, tell your students that they must do all their work in a base an ordeal for the already weaken Margaret to survive
Margaret of Austria died by the very crystal she be
11 system. Use a complicated symbol you've named after yourself in place of the
number 10 and threaten to fail students who don't use it.
lieved would save her life.

How to Speak Georgian
Show: Certainly.

"It show is hot today."
Right Smart: A goodly amount.

"She's put on a right amount of weight lately."
Sorry: Lazy, shiftless.

"That woman v so sorry she won't even make
hot biscuits."
Muchablige: Thank you.

"Muchablige for the lift, Mister."

O Wise Man
Once Said
I'm a slow walker, but I never walk back.

Abraham Lincoln
God will not look you over for medals, degrees or di
plomas, but for scars.

A

Who'd
Have
ThunR?
An average person laughs
about 15 times a day.
Thomas Edison
afraid of the dark.

was

Peanuts are one of the in
gredients of dynamite.
A dragonfly has a lifespan
of 24 hours.
The only real person to be
a Pez head was Betsy
Ross.
A pregnant fish is called
a twit.

Elbert Hubbarb
What does not destroy me, makes me strong.

Friedrich Nietzsche
Growing old is no more than a bad habit which a busy
man has no time to form.

Andre Maurois

Your stomach has to pro
duce a new layer of mu
cus every two weeks oth
erwise it will digest itself.
Reindeer like to eat ba
nanas.

Bear Rlert

In light of the rising frequency of human-grizzly
bear conflicts, the Montana Department of Fish and
Game is advising hikers, hunters and fishermen to take
extra precautions and keep alert of bears while in the
field.
"We advise that outdoorsmen wear noisy little bells
on their clothing so as to startle bears that aren't ex
pecting them. We also advise outdoorsmen to carry
pepper spray with them in case of an encounter with a
bear. It is also a good idea to watch out for fresh signs
of activity."
Outdooorsmen should recognize the difference
between black bear and grizzly bear droppings. Black
bear droppings are smaller and contain lots of berries
and squirrel fur. Grizzly bear droppings have little bells
in them and smell like pepper."

Reasons To Live In Savannah
'Rules for Living In Savannah'
(taken from the "99 Rules of Savannah", courtesy of
the' Savannah City Guide' web pages. You can find
more information on Savannah by visiting their site
located at http://www.savannahnow.com/cityguide/
moving/rules.html)

1)Call it "The Book". You read it once. Years ago. Got
it?
2)Parking Services is very, very efficient. Don't test
them.
3)Refer to Georgetown as "north Jacksonville".
4)Adore The Landings for its tax base but resent the fact
that the people who live there are snooty.
5)When asked about the estimated completion date of
Truman Parkway, laugh.
6)Say you v oted for Floyd even if you didn't.
7)Say you w atch Doug Weathers even if you don't.
8)0n St. Patricks Day, don't count on parking north of,
say, DeRenne Avenue.
9)Leave the Spanish Moss alone.
10)If a tour ist asks what that rank odor in the air is, say
it is the smell of money.
11)Yield when entering a square.
12)No more than five cars can squeeze through a yellow
light. Remember that.
13)See the Lady Chablis perform once. Once.
14)Always order sweet tea.
15)Know who Johnny Mercer was. Be able to name at
least five of his songs and to sing at least three.
16)Don't take Waters avenue in a rainstorm. It is named
that for a reason.
17)Do not speed through Bluffton, S.C. Ever. We mean
ever.
18)If asked to define " Abercorn" , say it is an ancient
Indian w ord meaning "Traffic light every 50 feet".
19)You're going to be asked eventually, so know that
Forrest Gump's bench was removed from Chippewa
Square after filming was completed.
20)Be prepared for the fact that no one in this city
thinks they're to fat to wear spandex.
21)Take a stand on issues, especially those you know
nothing about. Call Vox Populi with your opinions
22)Keep a supply of Skin So Soft handy.
23)When flying to Miami or the Caribbean, it's worth it
to drive to the Jacksonville airport and fly out of there.
24)" Turn Signal". Act like you've never heard of them.
25)The signs say, "Veterans Parkway." You say, "South
west Bypass."
26)Emphasize "East" or "West" when giving your
address to a pizza delivery place.
27)Dwell on how boring the drive is every time you
have to travel 1-16 to Macon.
28)Never call it the "Talmadge Bridge."
29)PoliteIy peruse the menu at Johnny Harris but order
the barbecue.
and the 30th most important rule for living in
Savannah...
30)Remember that Vinnie Van Go-Go's Does Not take
checks.

FOR SALE
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Taking
the

1972 VW

MCATP

Beetle

2000 Edition MCAI Study
Guides For Sale.
Floors & Body in great shape.
No Rust, No Engine.
Must Sell $400

Call 927-5357

(NAPS)—Here are some web
sites you may want to click on to:
For information about the
Intel PC C amera Pro Pack, visit
www.intel.com/PCcamera.
For information about the
LeapPad, which brings real books
to life before a child's eyes, visit
www.leappad.com.
For more inform ation about the
doll Betty Spaghetty, check out
www.bettyspaghetty.com.
For information on Pressman
toys, including Hydro Battle!,
visit www.pressmantoy.com.
For information on CommandA-Bot and other K'NEX products,
visit www.knex.com.
For information about a new
watch collection from the Bulova
Corporation, visit www.bulova.com
www.e-save.com is dedicated to
providing savings to consumers.
The Academy of General Den
tistry website is at www.agd.org.
Former White House economic
advisor Lawrence Kudlow is
found at www.LarryKudlow.com.
Healthy snacking ideas may be
found at www.popcorn.org.

MCAT Comprehensive
Review - Kaplan

$70.00

MCAT Physics
Review - Nova

$35.00

CALL TODD @ 927.2858

Kirin Beer, Japan's largest
brewer, is at www.Kirin.com.
Cisco Systems is found at
www.cisco.com/go/resource.
For information on women and
heart disease, you can visit
www.healthygenerations.com or
www.pfizerforliving.com.
Information on bladder cancer
is at www.valstartherapy.com.
Shedd's Spread Country Crock is
at www.countrycrock.com.
The Community Clearinghouse
Agency (CCA), which redistributes
clothes and donated household
goods to the needy, is at www.com
munitydonations.webjump.com.

AASU Staff &
Students Get
-jf* FREE
- JU
Advertising Jjfp
V
with Armstrong ID!

CSop

Campus Concerns
The "Cake Ixtdy" of S.A.F.E. Shelter
Christina Paso
"Think of something
you love to do and give it
away." Joan Turpin was on
her way to Atlanta, listen
ing to an inspirational
book-on-tape, when she
heard that phrase. That
was four years ago. It has
since shaped her life in the
most amazing way.
Joan volunteers for
S.A.F.E. Shelter and is
affectionately know to
those associated with the
organization as the "Cake
Lady." She bakes birthday
cakes for the children of
the shelter - not just any
old cake, a special cake,
each one personalized
with the child's name and
tailored to reflect each
one's hobbies or favorite
things.
Baking cakes has
always been one of Joan's
greatest creative escapes
and you can really tell that
there are cupfuls of TLC
poured into each of her
creations.
When asked why she
chose S.A.F.E. Shelter, she
honestly could not remem
ber but she believes that it
was God's hand in h er life.
She had neither experi
enced domestic violence
as a child nor had she
known anyone dealing
with domestic violence.
She knew she wanted to
work for children and
asked herself which group
would not be able to have
this (birthday cake baking)
done for them. S.A.F.E.
Shelter seemed the most
logical answer.
Being a wife and
mother of two does not
make finding time to bake
these special cakes very
easy. Joan has actually
made her work for the
children of S.A.F.E.
Shelter a very big priority.

She is not a stranger to the
all-nighter and is a big
advocate of "creative sched
uling." She is often given
little notice and cannot
always be sure of the num
ber of children to bake for;
however, she does each cake
willingly and joyfully. She
has yet to say "no" to a
birthday cake request and
the S.A.F.E. Shelter staff
knows that they can always
rely on Joan to come
through for them.
When asked what her
family thought of what she
was doing, she replied, "My
sons have been impressed
by the priority I've given to
baking these cakes. I think
it's important to show them
that you do not give only
from excess." Her 11 yearold son loves to bake and
has recently claimed that
one of his "hobbies" is
making people feel better.
Her 14 year-old son is
constantly thinking of doing
things for others. Unselfish
ness - what a great thing to
learn at luch a young age.
Joan usually drops off the
cakes during the day for the
evening celebrations and is
not able to stay (because of
other commitments.) Luck
ily, though, she's been able
to hear wonderful stories of
how her cakes have made so
many children (and their
moms) so happy.
When the children come
to S.A.F.E. Shelter, they are
experiencing the gamut of
emotions: betrayal, mistrust,
fear, sadness, and insecurity.
They worry about their
mothers' (and/or fathers')
safety and general wellbeing, their own safety, and
wonder what will happen to
them from day to day.
Having someone remember
their birthdays, let alone
having birthday cakes made

for them, is the LAST
thing they would expect
under such traumatic
circumstances.
And oh, WHAT A
CAKE! These creations are
phenomenal! Imagine
being a 7 year-old and
getting a cake made for
you in the shape of a huge
toy dump truck (the bed
filled with chocolate
pieces), one in the shape of
ballet slippers with ribbons
made of bubble gum
"tape," or a gigantic totally
edible Easier basket cake
(complete with egg-shaped
cakes inside). The cakes

are designed so that the
celebrant gets the piece
with his/her name on it,
there's enough to share
with others, and there's
some left over for later.
Wouldn't you feel like the
most special person in the
world?
Joan believes that at this
point in their lives, these
children need to know that
they are special and loved.
These kids are in the
limelight for being them
selves and not for being
"bad." A birthday is the
only time on is celebrated
for just being born!

nest pan of d oing thls
work is, Joan answered
"Giving someone asensc
of hope." Hope for a
brighter tomorrow isa
great gift, especially f0r
these children.
Joan Turpin has really
personified that excellent
phrase that just might
inspire us to follow
through on a ser vice idea
we've toyed around with
(and might have thought
too silly or small): THINK
OF SOMETHING YOU
LOVE TO DO AND GDI
IT AWAY.

/

Scholarships:
The Savannah Chapter of the National
Society of the Daughters of the American
Revolution is accepting applications for the
Hazelle B. Tuthill Memorial Scholarship in
American History.
Ms. Tuthill was an outstanding history
teacher in the Savannah/Chatham Public
School System. She was insrumental in the
establishment of Meadow Gardens in Augusta, the home of George Walton, the
Georgia Signer of the Declaration of Independence.
Applicants must be undergraduates majoring in American History and have
a 3.0 GPA.
Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office and must be returned
NO LATER THAN August 1, 2000.
The Jacksonville Section of the ISA again offers scholarships to increase in
terest in the instrument and controls discipline in this area. One $500 and t wo
$1,000 scholarships will be offered for the 2000-2001 school year. If a prior win
ner is a continuing student then he/she may apply again each year.
Selection will be based on the Education Committee's evaluation of t he
candidate s potential contribution to the instrument and controls discipline.
To apply for the $1,000 scholarship, the candidate must be:
/. Enrolled as an undergraduate student leading to a Bachelors degree in a n
Engineering, Science, or Electronics program.
2. A new or returning student for the 2000-2001 school year.
3 Able to demonstrate significant interest in the Instrument and Controls disci
pline.
Candidates can receive an application from the Financial Aid Office or by
'"J* ^-addressed, stamped envelope to: Rich Reiter, Hercules Incorpo
rated, PO Drawer 1517, Brunswick, GA. 31521-1517.

Se"

rw 1° b? Co°nnnnde^ed' the followipg must be received at the above address by
'
' ompleted application form, official transcript or letter of ac
ceptance fromthe candidate's institution, and three letters of recommendation
mid

perso'lsfaim tar wilJl the

ershfrmles

candidate's character, interest in the instrument

edUCati°nalaccomplish™ents,

school activities, andlead-

Notification will be made in writing mailed no later than October 8, 1999.

While You're Waiting..,
KING CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Photo —
4 Vocalized
fanfare
8 Nonstriker
12 Set of
equipment
13 Cupid's
forte
14 Story
15 "Sorry,
Wrong
Number'
star
17 Admitting
clients
18 Convent
group
19 Engender
20 Hot,
sweet,
spicy
liquor
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Mary was not in t he mood.
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•40
42
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47
50

42 Chelsea
Clinton's
school
46 "A Death in
the Family"
writer
47 Settled
48 Adversary
49 Othello, e.g.
50 Crafts' mates
51 A mere
handful

DOWN

27 28

36

49

22 Weaver's
apparatus
24 Stage
statuette
25 Bull Ru n
venue
29 U.S.
soldiers
30 Less
31 Lagn iappe
32 Jocks
34 Tertiune's"
Dog"
35 Picnic
invaders
36 Super
screw-up
37 Duel
tool
40 Incite
41 Con tained
y- rrrrntr

26

1 Approves
2 Orchestra's
place
3 Pilgrim
bigwig
4 Lioncolored

44 45

«
51

5 Irving and
26 Tie
Grant
27 Helper
6 Medico
28 Practice
7 Deluge refuge
pugilism
8 Rages
30 Dam
9 Headland
33 Pantry
10 Sheltered
34 Gold-brick
11 Flex
36 Shackles
16 Undraped
37 Counterfeit
19 Feather
38 "And
wraps
awa-a-ay
r
20 Frat party
outfit
39 Ersatz
spread
21 Last
40 Pace
writeup
42 Hot tub
22 Earl
Anthony's
43 Pitch
arena
44 Caviar
base
23 Responsibility
45 Morning
25 Catcher's
prop
moisture
friknfrakl Oaoi.com.

Now pull, the left l&J out.
okcy, put the right leg in
... r\ow Shake \t all about.

MarkParisi@aol.com

ATLANTIC FEATURE OI996 MARK FWHISI

'
Jerry King
3-31
"I've changed your names in my auto
biography to save you from
embarrassment."

THEY'VE R EPLACED M E
WITH SOME our CALLED
I "THE HUMAU CRUISE M ISSILE."
I
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Terry Gallagher

The Human Cannonball gets laid off.

3357^

Edgar Argo

"Don't worry about your amnesia. It's just
nature's way of sa ying forget it."

V.LEE eweMrereaiM-e

The funeral of L ars Thatchel, inventor
of th e Hokey Pokey.
FLY fishing ?!!... I hate to think
what you use for bait!

Why executioners don't make
good photographers.
X keeptryiviq"tb
, start a real
dialogue with him
av\d all he ever does
«'s say OK,OK,OK...

Wirier computers getfjoo interactive...
Jerry Rychto:

